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Summary of the initial conditions of the mosaic

Before the beginning of all conservative interventions, problems and pathologies of various
nature were numerous, complex and with a stretch in almost the entire surface of the mosaic:
Subsidence
The process is related to cracking and detachment of the mosaic in different levels and
displacement and superposition of building layers. This phenomenon can be related only to
some cataclysm in the past. This pathology is quite evident in all mosaic surface.
Detachments, structural deformities
Formation of voids and separation between building layers of the mosaic (tesselatum - lime
bed, nucleus-rudus etc.)
Lacunas
Partial lacunas it’s manifested with detachment of the tesserae from their lime bed, as a result
of the penetration of plants roots, but especially the penetration of water. Total lacunas its
manifested with detachment, loss of the mosaic “carpet” and non continuity of layers.
Human activity
Human activity in medieval period related to change of function of the entire area.
Mortar deposit
Presence of a thin lime mortar layer, covering a considerable part of the surface and in some
cases filling the lacunas.
Stone deterioration
The stone deterioration is related to high temperatures (fire), micro cracking and salt
crystallization
Components or biological deposits can be or are related to;
Self sufficient; which are able to synthesize the organic molecules, vitals for their
existence, such as fungus.
Not sufficient; they need other organisms to survive, because they are deprived from
chlorophyll, they can’t perform photosynthesis, such as, algae, bacteria, lichens, molds
and plants.
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These can cause:
Chromatic alterations
Decohesion of the materials
Cracks
Surface lifting

Fig.2. Terrain graphic documentation of pathologies
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Conservative Interventions
The 2nd phase of interventions was an ongoing of the Ist one. The interventions continued in the
southern part of the mosaic (Phase I, the Roman period). These interventions aimed mainly at
stabilizing the static- physical properties of this part which, as we mentioned it has considerable
problems and damages.
a. Lacunas filling
As usual and ongoing for the filling of deep lacunas were prepared and used two types of
mortar. After cleaning and washing, the deep ones, the bottom was filled with stones and tiles
of medium sizes. Above it was applied a thick layer of mortar in 1:31 ratio, thereby imitating the
original layers of the mosaic. After hardening of the first level, the upper layer of the lacunas
filling, was laid a fine mortar conducted with fine inerts. Even in this case the proper ratio based
on preliminary samples were used 1:32. The upper layer was done and left almost 1-2 mm
below the tesserae row in order to better read the forms, as well as improving the aesthetic
aspect of the recovery act. Also to the mortar was given the right cromatic report. Between the
two layers of mortar mainly in the large and deep was laid a plastic net with glass fiber
networks in the form of a "reinforcement", in order to increase the cohesion of the layers but
also for their structural consolidation.

Fig.3-4
1

2 sand, 1 fragments of tiles of medium granulometry, 1 lime, small portion of pozzolana
1 sand, 1 brick powder, 1 marble powder, 1 lime, recommended quantity of pozzolana + small quantity of
consolidant ethyl silicate for the mortar cohesion
2
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b. Edges realization
Taking present the diversity of pathologies present of the mosaic, it was necessary to continue
the stabilization of its static stability and keeping the tesserae within their context. For this
reason, were made a series of edges, using suitable mortar as binder ratio-inert, and in terms of
chromatic.

Fig.5-6

Fig.7-8
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c. Leveling of the crashed fragments
During the work it was considered necessary the leveling of some crashed fragments of mosaic
and bringing them in a quota with the most substantial floor. Their leveling was accomplished
by lifting, cleaning them and filled the bottom with mortar.

Fig.9-10

Fig.11-12
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d. Cleaning of superimposed mortar layer
On the mosaic was also identified some areas where a layer of mortar was superimposed over
the surface. In this case was thought reasonable to clean that, but of course leaving trace of
them as evidence of a later and another phase of the room including its floor.
The operation was made mechanically and carefully by using small professional chisels.

Fig.13-14

e. Cracks filling
The treatment of fractures or cracks in order to prevent the advancement of this pathology and
further degradation of the material, was implemented by using hydraulic mortar suitable as
binder-solid ratio and in chromatic terms.

Fig.15
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f. Continue of surface cleaning
During the first phase of the project was also carried out some cleaning tests in order to
eliminate surface multiple salinity. The cleaning process continued also during the second
phase of interventions. At the time of cleaning and drying of the surface of the mosaic as a
logical consequence of staying under salt water, were identified salinity (crystals of salts), this
phenomenon is logical because the water evaporates slowly from the lower layers to the
surface. This phenomenon has in many cases led to structural deformation of the bottom
layers. The cleaning continued by using ion exchange resin3 with different contact time with the
mosaic surface, in order to achieve a relatively good cleaning of various salts deposits, but also
other type of deposits.

Fig.16-17

3

Amberlite 4400 OH, strong anionic resin; stiren DVB coopolimer (100%).
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g. Mosaic stratigraphy (Phase I Roman period)
In one of the total lacuna , it was possible to read the stratigraphy of the mosaic construction of
the I phase (Roman period). Relying primarily on the state report and recommendations of
December 2007, the Triconch Domus, mosaics and mortar analysis published in it, and our
findings in situ, were identified as follows:
•

Statumen: this consists of an infill of soil and disparate debris.

•

Rudus: contains fragments of ceramic

•

Nucleus: layer containing powdered stone, sand and lime.

•

The nucleus, together with the tesserae on their lime-base, makes a thick layer.

Fig.18

Fig.19
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h. Re-cover of the mosaic
After completing the conservative interventions the work proceeded with re-covering the floor
mosaic. By not repeating the previous mistakes of 2007, was decided to lay first a quality plastic
net with small knitting. Above it was set a high quality geo-textile and over it a layer of 30 cm of
washed river sand.

Fig.20-21
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Images of the mosaic Room XXIV - apsidal triclinium before and after conservation

Before conservation
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After conservation
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Before conservation
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After conservation
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